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COMPRENSIÓ DE TEXTOS ESCRITS (TRUE/FALSE)

The keepers
People belonging in this category consider security and stability to be very important, and therefore
they are not fond of change. They also give importance to tradition and believe that rules should be
respected. They are individuals who can be very kind and trustworthy, and they dislike breaking
promises. They display patience and have a very good ability to concentrate. They get disappointed if
others let them down because it is something that they try to avoid doing. They pay attention to detail
and can be very sensitive; however, sometimes they might find it difficult to cope with criticism or
conflict with other people.

The free spirits
This category describes people who are confident and spontaneous, and therefore planning things is
not their cup of tea. They are generally sociable, extrovert and direct. They enjoy action. They don’t
enjoy theoretical ideas or philosophical discussions, which they usually consider to be a bore. This
category dislikes rules and laws and believes them to be mere suggestions rather than strict principles
that somebody should live by. These individuals are usually optimistic and always work hard to achieve
their goals. However, they can get bored easily if something does not excite them.

The Scholars
This category describes personalities which exhibit a strong intuition and logic. These are people who
put reason above all other things. They are very rational and quick-witted people and display excellent
communication skills. People belonging in this category are natural-born leaders because of their
decisiveness and willpower. They dislike showing emotions and consider them to be a sign of weakness.
This does not mean that these individuals cannot be compassionate; they can show understanding for
people who are suffering. However, it is an aera which they could try to develop more. Some of the
individuals in this group can be very shy when meeting new people, but they are very friendly when
they interact with people they know. They are also individuals who can be very honest but at times can
also be considered rude.

The Dreamers
The people who belong in this category are very imaginative and observant. They are usually people
who are shy and introverted. They are emotional and believe that feelings should be expressed and not
hidden. Some of the people that have this personality type can be mesmerizing when giving a speech
or talking to others, while others have excellent writing skills. They also don’t like conforming but prefer
to take their own path instead of following others. However, their sensitivity, which can make them
overthink situations or other people’s feelings, can sometimes cause them a lot of stress.
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Decide whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE. Justify your answer when FALSE.

1. The keepers value change and dislike tradition.

2. The free spirits enjoy planning and following rules.

3. The scholars prioritize emotions over reason.

4. The dreamers are extroverted and outgoing.

5. The keepers are patient and have good concentration skills.

6. The free spirits find philosophical discussions boring.

7. The scholars are natural-born leaders.

8. The dreamers prefer to conform and follow others.

9. The keepers dislike breaking promises.

10. The scholars are shy when meeting new people.
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ANSWER KEY

1. False - The keepers consider security and stability important and are not fond of change.
2. False - The free spirits dislike rules and laws.
3. False - The scholars put reason above all other things and dislike showing emotions.
4. False - The dreamers are usually shy and introverted.
5. True
6. True
7. True
8. False - The dreamers prefer to take their own path instead of following others.
9. True
10. True


